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PAWJ Volume 6 Number 3 is a special issue that covers the 3rd National Goat Conference held at Montgomery, Alabama, September 16-18, 2018. The theme for the Conference was, “Building Towards a Sustainable Future via a Healthy and Profitable Goat Industry.” The articles in this Volume are divided into two sets, respectively, Volume 6 Number 2 and Volume 6 Number 3. The Numbers (Issues) are separately loaded onto the PAWJ website.

Both Numbers (Issues) were, primarily, edited by Sandra Solaiman, Uma Karki, Ray Mobley, Steve Hart, Susan Kerr, Richard Browning, Renita Marshall, Niki Whitley, and Anne Vuxton. The Journal’s editors provided secondary editing. Special acknowledgments go to the Olga Bolden-Tiller, chair of the Local Organizing Committee and member of the National Goat Conference Planning Committee, all the members of the National Goat Conference Organizing Committee, and in particular, Angela McKenzie-Jakes, the original organizer of the National Goat Conference.

We hope that you find reading the articles in Volume 6 Number 3 insightful, and valuable in carrying out your work or knowing more about goats. We thank all those who participated in making this Volume and Issue a reality.

David Nii O. Tackie, Robert Zabawa, Tasha M. Hargrove, and Walter A. Hill

*Editors*